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Bucknell Occupied here on .5 WV BU Lewisburg tonight in the studio with me. I have three students who are here to talk about sustainability on the Bucknell campus specifically to reflect on an open forum that happened here on campus last week on sustainability which pulled together students, faculty and staff to kind of think through what the main issues around sustainability are on campus and how we might more collectively begin to address them. So the three students in the studio with me were co-organizers of that form so that here to think through that and then to have a broader conversation about sustainability on campus, so I've Jasmine Minhas here she's a first-year student and an environmental activist here on campus. She's joined by Abby Winter who is an intern at the office of campus sustainability and president of the environmental club here at Buck now as well as Kristian Fox, who is also an intern at the office of campus sustainability, a member of the renewable energy scholars and sustainability outreach team. So welcome to the studio. All three of you. Thanks for making the time to come in. So the sustainability forum, which was held on campus last Wednesday I was a collaborative effort between faculty and students at you could try and create a space where all members of the campus community in particular those who have less power on campus could come together and discuss pressing issues around sustainability on campus. The goal was to encourage a nonhierarchical conversation right someone that didn't kind of flow through the normal relations of power on campus, but instead in which everybody was entering the room with an equal first air existing concerns and then to work towards generating solutions. It was fairly well attended. There was roughly 50 people in the room and I think students were were the most numerous of the groups. So before we dive into an analysis of the forum. I kind of like to started a very basic level and ask all three of you to give your sense of what sustainability even means holds a table. He deftly is both practices and principles and will scale from global tells a local, and the goal is to protect, maintain, increase long-term viability and resilience of our environment, social and economic support system off, you'll hear the triple bottom line that's kind of that triple level of those three things working together and the goals that we can create a more just and equitable and abundant future for you know us our generations to common generations with us now come from backgrounds so a lot of the time I think about it is managing resources one sentence out strategy managing resources like equity and prosperity for the current generation, but the existence of forever important that it's also lifestyle just like specific checklist that you go through. I guess Ernie gets some ideas that as well as the ideas
understanding our impact with yours and also ensuring that we can preserve your 30 future
generations to come. So what were your thoughts on the forum. My warriors general
impressions what seem to work. So this twofold. One was as a person, student campus was
expunging the student I was really hopeful. People are so concerned everyone there had a
voice and you can tell they're passionate about, therefore, is not just want to show you wanted
as a worker turning the office on super valuable because the kind of open perspective that we
have received for witches like what the students feel what faculty feels because most of the
time working with facilities working with things so hewing voice on campus is sometimes lost
an eye-opener like adjustment strategies take for wanted to also seem to match her
perspective on student also has a number of the office. I want to use this form as you harness
the ability to act as an open purchase. Participatory evaluation of how about now is doing on
sustainability front and really got a pulse of migrants thinking, but they're actually seeing what
is being received and whatnot on slows a really great opportunity so special. Looking at that
purchaser. The open structure, but all I think that having trying to have that nonhierarchical
structure really speak their minds fully so there's that. I virtually wasn't able to be there for the
entire time. Second speech the first 20 minutes but in the first premise I was there I did hear
from students and also staff about how what is missing from the office things they would like to
see more etc. so is really great to get like I said pulse on the campus culture is sustainability
first-year coming into the school deftly was a little disheartening to see that there was an
amateur presence of extended ability on campus, deftly going to form and seeing how many
students were involved that nothing left me feeling more hopeful about the future, sit
sustainability now. I just wish that there are more like freshman involved reach out to first
years, but they seem to be interested, and most of the strings. There seem to be either juniors
are seen. I'm hearing the fact that you all heard things that maybe didn't know if before right or
you heard them anyway so were the kind of like communal concerns that were coming out
right what what was being brought to the table that either seem to be a widely shared concern
or is one that's not really present in more administrative approaches to sustainability here to
divest hot understand why so many leaders in sustainability taking initiative to cut their
endowments ties irresponsible companies are largely bulging coal, oil and gas so we looked
alike. Barnard college that's really done a great job on fully divesting so it's clearly possible. Like
don't entirely understand why we don't yet have a plan in place to do so and how why were not
the same level as them. As Barnard and other universities that are caliber so things happen for
this realities or transparency regarding Bob Nell's current dominant investments that an
assessment of the folio content family year-by-year plan as to how we can make a folder of
Essen within a reasonable timeframe was like divesting has been defined by by extrusion which
topic itself is really is a lot of different aspects to college. They wrote a letter saying that they
have bested something it would be interesting to see what their definition is see what other
schools across the middle. Very the last two weeks just announced that it was divesting be
really interesting to see with their definition is our school adopt its something that we could
cooperate change for both of us to further this is you, how much there a lot of other issues I
think were really pressing for me felt like something that was obvious was that there's a big
disconnect between faculty and administration, just as far as like information as well as action
students to seem to know exactly what was on. I think that's partially because it's right and I
think the transparency should be changing should be. They should become more for roast. No,
what's going on campus for us to be effective you with anything you heard of the form. Jasmine really struck you is something that between the cared about a lot. Once you mentioned like how many people were here part of Greek life and like once you increased your hand and I cannot like is it a campus culture problem and like I partially just use that as an excuse and don't hold the ministration accountable think that there's a lot of problems that will there's you could say. Also like lack of concern like as far as making change, like change was to focus on shown changing actions. The main problem is that there's just a lack of presence on campus like when I got involved with office team ability was because I went through channels of like because I'm interested. I looked it up on the website found the directors email emailed her and that's how I got involved for people who don't know about it or have nothing like cars, they supposed to realize that this even exists on campus because a lot of firsters don't know biggest problem that we have to first presence on campus to continue this right. Thank so, all three of you were involved with issues of sustainability on campus like what are you aware of is kind of the most pressing issues on this particular campus. What are we struggling with the most well for me. I really care about food waste and like the issues like food insecurity on campus and I think it's crazy that there's so much grace their kids to afford their meals here and just gathered as bison and getting out plastic boxes. They gave him one of these guys on brown paper bag and like reduce carbon footprint and he's like what even as a carbon footprint like why don't I have my plastic box. I kind of things I think neural awareness and like even doing like Gavin's equator waste like a lot. I know I have an experience that yet, but I talking injector. She mentioned like years past like people joke like will get extra peace plate of food and get rid of it just to add to it chokes actually terrible. I saw go around. One bike to school. She's on to us like your scrape it off you guy's. She was like this is absolutely disgusting. You cannot you just like you all done care issues. There's deftly disconnecting people understanding where the resources are coming from and where they're going understand there that middle agency that is in the middle of that network so important that wanted to be the infrastructure for our students actually have the capability to not have to get their meals in the bison whatnot, but I also think again the culture side of it. I think that you need to make sure people are trying to spite us are having opportunities as well as understanding it is better to take as he said paperback is plastic bag's contents or no back at all. I think refusing is the best idea, obviously unstable, but again we don't have the cultural side of it really ingrained so cultural and institutional lands actually options are there, as well as the behaviors help change the culture is connecting like care since no scholars working office for two years you existence your time. I never was in connection with and literally up until this year. Part of the reason why is that, like there wasn't too much to go around. As far as like what is how I can be more involved as an especially seeing professors there that are passionate about sucks that you don't see them more often is is see which for instance in office. Is there is a major focus on separating it from the ECSE which is first. But that disconnect really caused like lack of communication lack of effort between two like something where we could work together to make major changes to research things this right now YouTube into 90.5 WPP spark so I want us to get into this issue of campus culture and whether that's kind of like a smokescreen for something else. But before that I explore an issue that all three of you erased in a different way. I which is the issue of administrative action or lack thereof) how transparency plays into that right so you will talk about you from your experience and from your knowledge, what it is that the ministration is
doing here vis-à-vis sustainability or what it's not right to what what is your sense that students in fact what's going on University on that level one. Please see certain things like example consumer waste composting effort. That's like saying to see the compost windrow by facilities that step of action to get that by the mods so that I can just explain any pre-consumer waste anything any foods preprocessed before it's put out bison in the Etc. goes into our compost and is composted there. That's really great initiative underway in a Christian was pretty one-to-one work, so I see things like that. But I also see again. As I said divestment. I'm a little uncertain some the details because I'm not privy to all of it. There's deftly transparency issue and I think that I should be able to someone who's reacting campus and active actually concerned about the vestment. No, what we are investing in what we are not things etc. one dosing focus shifting So many people facilities working on getting solar array golf course right which has been done before you happen before, but you haven't gone services used to write shows there is slight importance, slight urgency towards getting solution now is for smaller changes that I've seen like last year between summer. This semester we change the signage around recycling used try to increase recycling rates, which starkly not so that's something that were trying to reduce diversion rates decrease or fill waste little efforts like problems, urgency, higher ups you it's great that there like recycling know-how to recycle like how much of this is true bison like we do have separate like put your trash and stuff but then like it's not always separating action recycle because people don't know what goes my notes clearly label so I mean that's the biggest thing I've noticed in your likes is licensed like sites that they've seen ability to farm that they opened on back in the fall of the sites that firsters much like sometimes. Basically what happens is when facilities workers go by the trashcan look into the recycling decide whether it's contaminated to a level that is no longer acceptable standards that Lycoming provided us except this nation they find out that we so there are instances where students on campus cycle correctly and cycle goals may have to go into the trash because one person decided, so there's a lot of issues that we do see and we should change know-how to recycle a lot of kind of people don't know really recycle grease sometimes also plastic those are kinds of information system process. This is general document recycling like IVC recycling important and I take your point chessmen that that is in fact the only visible evidence on campus amending any kind of like commitment or are larger program sustainability but ends up sort of tossing us down this dead-end of a conversation right which is like oh honey, you teach these people. We can't monitor all the time how to recycle property right and then it offloads the work on the facility staff who were already overworked to have to look at a bag recycling decide trash stop is not trashed up and then we get into these conversations about culture right in the end, even if everybody on campus was recycling perfectly 100% of the time right we would still be living on a deeply unsustainable campus right so it's like the kind of like mythic promise of something like recycling is that if only we could write if people write in their day-to-day activity to engage in this process properly like we might actually get somewhere right, but then we'd still be existing on a campus that most likely given its lack of transparency at the moment has deep investments in fossil fuel extraction combustion right so when we think about something like divestment right is as an institutional priority. That's what I think we start to get into larger conversations about what is what is the larger commitment of this campus right is a commitment to you know in fact not contributing at least on the financial level to the continued extraction of burning fossil fuels or infected to continue business as usual divestment on the
change to see again. I will keep considers this a culture and institution think that guesses a lot of cultural institution. We need to run as a machine that will continue on this earth and I think that if we are pumping out money towards certain organizations in certain businesses and companies that are not going to be the best interests of our future. You're on earth that whatever he saying is University what is saying about how what are University values our futures. So I think that is universe wants investing us in our futures needs to divest from things that are burning our future. Essentially, like processing courses online social topic but it's not really clear school also comes down to like all of these issues like culturally seem to show care ministration committed as this was an issue that Seen or List of Actionable Points, Just Goals Which Timelines That Happen in 2030. Hopefully This Happens Because We Want A Lot Of These Goals A Lot Of Study Planned like Bullet Point Actionable Courses That We Can Take and I Think about so Much That Could Be Changed. Courses of Action. So If We Are Committed Divestment Child Soon. Say What That Really Means We Should Say with Divestment Means Plan Goals to Actionable Courses Clear Right Now Just Seems a University Is Checking off like on His Offer Explains the and like This Is My Personal View Crises like Universes, Just As Businesses and to Think about like It If Unfortunately University Care about Sustainability Is like Being Good for That Sense, They Should Care about Business Point of View. This Incentive Remain As a Good Institution. All These Other like Higher Universities Have Sustainably Programs Not and That's What Students Are Now Looking for Universities or Be Beneficial for Bucknell to Start Dancing These Programs Here and Actually Be Committed to Them. I Mean, I Think That At Least That's Most Logical Thing to Planted like Course If You Care by Getting More Students to Acquire. If You Don't Care Otherwise Not Think You Know so Often at This University. When Sustainability Is Discussed Right. We Assume That It's Being Talked about As Environmental Sustainability, but in Fact It's Been Talked about His Economics Is Right, Making This Is One Thing We Heard Again and Again Both That Sustainability for Much Happened Back in the Fall, but Also at Last Week's Form. In Fact, What's Being Evaluated in Terms of the Long-Term Health of the University's Impact. What Return on Its Investments Going to Get Right, Which Is Often the Reason Given for Not Installing Solar Panel on the Logic That They Returned so Much. Every Time Conversation about Goals Always Goes along. This Is Actually in the Cost Always Comes down. That's the Major Talking Point Never Talking about All This Carbon Missions by This Much Is Which Is Such an Important Discussion Focused Focus on the School We Saw As Hot Button Issue Is How Much Cost University Setting Special Session 1 Initial Costs of Goals Is Really All No Cost for Your Courses and You like Her so Much As Goes beyond Dollars Just Discuss One of the Interesting Themes That Was Kind of Working Its Way through the Form Last Week Was Do You Do You Define an Institution around Values and Then Develop Policy Make Investments Based on Those Values or Do You in Fact like Just Operate through This Kind of What's the Best Bottom Line Perspective or Lease Using That Discourse Is Awaited. Deflect Attention and I Think That That Maybe Is a Piece of This Is Well Right, Who Is Once to Be Showing Those of You Tuning in. This Is 90.5 WPB Lewisburg You're Listening to Bucknell Occupied Have Three Student Activists in the Studio with Me Tonight Not Talking about Sustainability Here on Campus, Particularly around the Sustainability Form Which Occurred Here Last Wednesday. So As a Participant in the Form I Was Happy to See That It Was so Well Attended and to Hear the Wide Range of Topic Raised by Attendees However Did Find It Mildly concerning That the Students Who Attended a Particular Seems Inclined to Defer to the People Who At Least
Presented Themselves As the Experts in the Room Right. The Few People I Hear on Campus in Ito at Ministry to Positions Related to Assisting Ability Right Certainly Took on the Role of an Expert in the Room and in the End What We Know from Looking at the Landscape of University Campuses in This Country Is That Large-Scale Transformations like Divestment Right like Carbon Neutrality Right like Introducing Large-Scale Renewable Energy or Composting Facilities. Often Times Happen through Grassroots Transformative Action Rights. There Seem to Be At Least to Me, As A Faculty Member in the Room. Kind of a Disconnect in Student Consciousness like I Wanted to Hear. You Will Talk about That Your Perceptions of That You Know Whether There Is in Fact This Disconnect between Students Who Are, You Know Very Deeply in Fulton Sustainability Issues on Campus Still Kind of Looking for Guidance or Whether There Is Some Sort of Possibility for Student Activism LifeLock Changes and Is Largely Disruptive Intersection in Grassroots Action That He Said in Conflict Resolution. So for Me, Is Largely Working with Demonstrated and Trying to Find a Compromise and Really Having Both Sides. Again, This Compromise of Interest Together. So I Do Often Find Myself Looking to Measure This Relationship Become Very Toxic If It's Confusion Just Taking Place in You Doing on a Much Okay That's Fine so I Don't Want Her Students Become Complacent. I Want Them to Continue to Pursue These Resolving These Conflicts. I Want to Keep Pushing for What They Want and Incentive Asking Ministration Working with Them in Asking Them Not for Mission but to Work with Them on These Issues. So Again, I Wasn't There Psychically Speak to Students but I Would like to See Them Not Finish with Not Finish Their Pursuit of Divestment or Whatever the Issue They Were Talking about Just Getting One Answer from Whatever Higher-Ups Are Explaining but I Want Them to Email to Get Involved Start to Gather Their Friends and Create an Action or Join a Group That Will Start an Action Something I Don't Complacent You Are like so Much of the Discussion Asking What Are You Saying about Taking Action. That's How All Three of Us Got Here Decided to Make Friends Found Whatever Way We Could. Another Thing Is Really Kind of Tone That I Picked up from Form, Which Addresses Is That There's A Lot Of Unnecessary Misinformation. A Lot Of Information Where Students Just Really Don't Know. No Specific Topics. So for Instance There's a Long Discussion toward How Credits Work How the Economics of Nobles Work Last Minute Discussion. For Those of You Who Weren't There That Was Largely a Monologue by the VP of Facilities Was so. However, I Talked to Some Students after They Felt like It Was Probably One of the Most Valuable Things about Which Again I Think This Goes to Goals of the Forum Which People Go Different Goals and Different Asks for the Students They Want to Know What Going on This and Whatever Information They Can Get. So I Think That for Them Just Gathering More Information about How Things Work Sufficient, As Opposed to Faculty Wanted Answers Already Which What I Took from What I Think the Office Sustainability Can Really Work on Trying to Create Some Kind of Speaker Series Semesters and Years Where Kind of like the Math and Physics One. Every Week There's Talk on Some Kind of Topic Relating to the Field Just to Provide Information Taken a Class or Crash Course Which A Lot Of That 30 Minutes Been Answered. One Lecture from Prof. or Specifically from Facilities like If He If He Would've Done a Talk at Some Point, There Have Been A Lot Of Times That He's Gone on This Topic by If It Was a More Public Thing Was More Standardized Been A Lot More Beneficial to the Students Instead of Taking Last 30 Minutes of 50 People's Time in Our Students Time. We Feel That Getting the Information Is Important for As Institution and I Also Think That It Can Help Lead toward People to Start to Take More Action and Try to Find Ways Information Is
Valuable Things I Was Thinking, but Then in Terms of like Not Having Success with This Series Should Almost Be a Key Part of like Education Here. Like Maybe You Have To Go to At Least One Class or Something That like All Screens Must Participate in the First Years Have We Have To Go There Certain Meetings, We Have To Go to That Would Be Great Because Otherwise I Can Tell, like A Lot Of People Miss Campus. I Know You Don't Care. So Even If We Do Have Students like a Series like I Don't Know How Many People Actually Go and I Do Agree That like You First Have To Have the Knowledge to Poke Holes into Planners. What's Wrong with Eliza so It's Really Telling the Students about Sustainability People Campus Represent Sustainable Side of Kind of Sad That No Nation Don't Think Is on the Students Fault Think That It's Important to Discuss Change Presence Think That If I Got Right Now Are Working to Make the Restructure the Sting of the Think That Once We Have a Structure like Actual Presence on Campus More People the More Involved in Activities and Michael Gain More Knowledge Because That's Been Lacking. I Think That's Part Parcel Problem Soon. This Topic of Campus Culture Sort of Not Only Come up in Our Conversation It Comes up Very Easily on Campus Right like Students Are Often Times by Default Blamed for a Whole Variety of Things Which Happen Here on Campus Right Usually Boiling down to Something about Apathy Right We Have This Come up Again and Again Right so Ease in in Your Opinion, Right like Is a Lack of Sustainability on Campus Tied into Campus Culture in Any Kind Meaningful Way or Is It in Fact Unhelpful. Think about That Particular Way. I Think That to Say That It's Just Culture That's Called Causing Fluxes and Abilities Very Idealist Perspective on Just Saying That It's Really Based on Actions in the Culture Alone on but Then If You Were Real Aside, Where the Institution Comes in Together and That's Focusing on the Tangible Shifts in One on Structural Changes Clearly Focusing to Work Together Idealist or Realistic Need to Have Again the Confusion. So I Think That Campus Culture As Part of the Problem Problem and I Think That We Can Fix That by Bringing Those Two Things Together and Really Talking Opens Example Law of the Campus Can Place All the Lights so Use the Students to Turn off Packed. However, It Can Also Be Said You Try to Change All Campus Culture More Sustainable Ministration Facilities. Take the Action Take the School Sustainable Do Heart Pulsing Tatian Hard Campus Run of Patients or Changes to Be As Effective. Think What I Said. I Think It's a Combination of Both UC Students Really Care Passionate about Changing the Culture Want to Try to Change Policies and Change Tatian's Students to Change the Course of Action of All. Now That Comes down to Where You Hire out Ministration Switch. I Hope A Lot More Sustained Focus Companies Do It CULTURES the Scapegoat Solution Culture. I Do Think It Is Extremely Important Part of Becoming Especially with the Students Is like Types of Students We Recruit Try to Get Change Groups Course of Action Can Change Musical Students Act As Campuswide. It's Basically like Maybe Campus Culture Is a Certain Way Than This Salon That They Facilitate That. There's No Complacent for Change. I Agree If We Look at the Example of Other Campuses Right Where Significant Large-Scale Changes Happening That That Is through Students Taking upon Themselves to Organize and Often Times in What Are Typically Portrayed As Disruptively. Right. So, to What Extent Do You Think That Kind of Student Organization Would Be Possible at This Campus. I Had Experience with That. Like Treating This Kind of Groups like in High School and Deftly Some Small-Scale but the Issue Is That Finding Committed People, People Who Regarded How Busy Their Schedule Is Very Hard to Find People Very Easy to Find People like to Complain about All Have These Horrible and Easy Better Than You Find People Who Watch It Come to Meetings and like to Schedule Things and Organize Things so I
Think First like for This Campus Probably like Training Awareness about like Difference in Ability Topics and Then Giving like Stats and like How We Compare to Those like How We Compare As a University. Other Universities Just like to Show the Student Body like How Not so Great We Are in Terms of This and Then from That We like Attract More Students, Possibly, but Then I Think Concerned Now How the Committee Group Right Now without People Actually Having Knowledge from the Presence so That Revitalizing Group to See Interest in Growing Clubface. However, It Is Pretty Small and Again Sometimes Lacks Commitment and Whatnot. So I Think That Just Growing the Club Interest over the past Year. So the Goal I Would Love to See the Club Take This Kind of Role Being This Powerhouse Making Now. That's Definitely a More Tangible Option Because the Environment Is Outreach Team Offices in Ability and Is Outreach Team Is Largely Going to Target the Cultural Side of This Campus Really Instituting Those Changes to Again Engage That the Campus Is Action and I Would like to Then Therefore Seating Garments Club Institutional Change Side so Other Cultural Fusions of the Environment Largely Is Taking on This Role Being the Radical Really Being Loud about What Change on Campus When It’s Even Be Changed Here in Lewisburg. I Think It More Connections Community at Large. There's Some Elections That Have Not Been As Loudly Advertise on Campus Still Every Mind Is Really Minded Students That Should Be Environment Great to Do so so Hesitant. As I Said If Michael Change Our Mission This Year to Gearshift Our Mission to Complement That the Outreach Team Sustainability Connection Unless You have so I Think It's Strange How You Have Students Appears Taking Action over Other Cancer Classes That Speaks More like How I Am Is Interesting to See How Should You Have More People like That. Like Really Make a Huge Difference. Significant Difference Is Jasmine Will Continue to That’s Going through Years All I Think It's Marketing Changes Is Not Enough, but Also Not Knowing You Fight No Fresh Whole Different Horse Passions, so You Hope You You Two Didn't WPB Lewisburg. I Bet 10 Minutes Left on Her Show Is Anybody Listening with a Question for Any of My Cats Here. You Can Feel Free to Give a Call into the Studio 57057734. 989 so in Our Last 10 Minutes. I’d like to Ask Each of You Think about What Would a Truly Sustainable Buck like Right like It If You Could Actually Sketch It out and Think about Something That Doesn’t Necessarily Have To Follow Any of the Institutional Parameters We Have Now Right What Might Think It Would Defently Infrastructure Will Keep Saying It Will Provide All Necessary Aspects for Every Student, Faculty and Staff Member to Live and Learn on Campus with the Minimal and Ideally Nonexistent Carbon Footprint but Also the Same Time Will Have To Foster Firemen in Which Students Promoted Suggest Axis Have Just Axis to Appropriate Use of Resources on Off-Campus so I Really Think That Again. It’s Really Infrastructure like to See Things like You Accomplished Anything. I Would like to Have. Ideally, Zero Waste Containers Device and You Can Put Your Food into Their Needed You Know Every Building Will Be Leed Platinum Certified Will Be Divested Is My Pipe Dreams for the User Might Create Dreams for What the School Can Achieve on the Infrastructure Side Again Culturally Chicken or the Egg That Will Work Together so That Students You Will Be Empowered Soliciting a Bully Ends Empower Each Other to and Out Of College like My like to See the Structure Every Possible Single-Action Could Have Goals Everywhere Have Automatic Light Medical Support System That Turns off Air Conditioning Wherever People Aren't Things like That like Very Infrastructure Based, like Stericycle Program Composting Everything. I Also Love to See a Shift in Culture Love to See the Students That Using It, Wanting to Use It. So for Instance I See People That Live in This House Bring Their Own Utensils to Bison Today. I See Them. I'm like Yes Thank
You. There Are People That Care You so Wish That That Became a Huge Part of Our Student Cultures Takes a Single Action Because They Think They Have To Because They Want to Care Educations. I Wish That Sustainability Is As Highlighted As Engineering Wish That It Was Such a Huge Part of My Education Identity. Like Everyone Knows Everyone. Once That Happens, like, Also Drawing, Will Draw Interest of One Reason You like Required Part of Education. Everyone Needs to Learn about This Important Also That like When You Are Not Sustainable. Learn with Their Consequences. So, like I Think That's Important to That, like the Admin Announcer Should Be like. Kind of like Part of the Culture That She See Someone Not Purchasing You Okay with Doing It Should Be like. You Should Afraid That Think Certain Way Because I Think That's Important Change to What Degree Do You All Think That the Achievement of an Actually Sustainability Sustainable Campus Is Related to the Way That Power Is Distributed on Campus Right so You Don't Think about My Where Existing Data in a Very Hierarchical Environment Right Ministration, Especially If A Few People and Are Largely Making the Decisions That Run Elsa's Life. Right You Are All Subject to the Authority of Both Staff in Student Life, but Also Your Faculty Right Here Your Professors. We Know so That the Powers Always Flowing from the Top down Right like to What Extent Is It a Movement Towards a Sustainable Future. Actually Related to and Dependent on a Rearrangement Power Relations. Here Is a Believer in Democracy like to Think That the Masses Are Really Saying. So I Think That Again Is the Part Is Going to the Culture Calling to All Students and Faculty and Staff That Are Fired up about XYZ Reasons Are the Sex of Campus to Change to Voice Insolvency to Voice Their Concerns and the Petitions. I Know That There Were Some Groups, Including Scholars Club That Were Trying to Be Instrumental in Getting This Solar Panel Fields on the Last and I Think That That Needs to. That's a Good Example How This Can Work, but I Think That That Needs to Grow We Want to Have These Larger Changes That We All Just Described That Physicians Need to Be across the Campus, Not Just in Focus Groups That Need to Be in the Form of Vocal Students, Not Just on Paper, Etc. Also Think Not like. I Agree with You That Right Now Things Are A Lot Of Top-Down, This Is What Is People's, However, Which I Think of This. This Is Pretty Biased, Purely Because Were Students Who Made This Students Have Power Because Everyone Knows That. That's Why Were All Here Is Have Students Become Different World so I Don't Know. I Do See That There Are so Many Students Who Can Do Things Have Done Things Mills Existence Wish That There Was A Lot More Specifically with Sustainability, the Kind of Wish That Obviously the Thing That Seems Most Obvious Is the Top Starts to Be More like the Top of Screen and Bottom Screen Things Done so I Feel like the Board Of Trustees Shifted All Their Focus like Trustees Care. The Students Are to Take Action to Try to Make Differences so the Process so Much Faster Than Just Change This Policy Specifically so This One Scares Cascade Channels Are Exactly Just Think That You Imagine the Admins Not Worrying about How Much It Cost More Silverlight Benefits Environment, but I Think That Students Can Apply Pressure and Get Things Done and I Would like to. Even As like the Student Government to Even like Do More Things and Just Get the Panini Press Half like That's the One Thing That Were Proud of, like, Come on People like Is That Is That Really like Yeah so I Think That like Pinehurst like First Step Would Be to Educate People and Then to Show Them like How Bad the State Where I and Then Wake Them up like Do This like This Is Way More Important Than like Getting a Panini Press. And, like I Think. From Then on We Can like Other People, and Then You Just Continue to Pressure U-Verse Angel We Want This to Be Beneficial for Them to Yourself. The Money Aspect As Well Get
More Students to Want to Come Here and That's How I Know Most Approachable for the Admin to See As a Beneficial Thing I like to Think about It for Them As a Business. A Lot Of Males through the Office Trying to Say Hey We Want Me to Get Something Done so. Good Thing Is I Think the Students Are Waking up One Make a Change. Trying to Make It Is Trying to Help. Want A Lot Of Helping Us so Just a Slight Plug for the Office. We Are Hiring for This Upcoming Fall Flight Because the Office Is Expanding and We Want to Always Project Sustainability to Find More about That. You Can Park on the Bridge. Also You Have Any Questions. Sustainability You Receive Those Walls. People BCS and Facilities? Once Someone like You Know You Any Other Secret Today by Cindy Field Is so This Upcoming Tuesday for Valentine's Day You Street Studio Cycle Cards Taking Recycled Paper Making Work on the Roses about Your Friends Why You Think You Told Three of You for Coming and I Appreciate You Spending Our Thinking Yes